NO. 5
FRIDAY, 14th FEBRUARY 2020

[LEGAL NOTICE NO. 11]

MARINES SPACES ACT 1977

Marine Spaces (Archipelagic Baselines and Exclusive Economic Zone) (Amendment) Order 2020

In exercise of the powers conferred on me by sections 4(2) and 8(1) of the Marine Spaces Act 1977, I hereby make this Order—

Short title and commencement

1.—(1) This Order may be cited as the Marine Spaces (Archipelagic Baselines and Exclusive Economic Zone) (Amendment) Order 2020.

(2) This Order comes into force on the date of publication in the Gazette.

Schedule 1A amended

2. Schedule 1A to the Marine Spaces (Archipelagic Baselines and Exclusive Economic Zone) Order 1981 is amended by—

(a) deleting items No. FJ_Main_TS585 to FJ_Main_TS2215; and

(b) renumbering items No. FJ_Main_TS2216 to FJ_Main_TS3561 as items No. FJ_Main_TS585 to FJ_Main_TS1930 respectively.

Made this 10th day of February 2020.

I. SERUIRATU
Minister for Foreign Affairs